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Abst ract - -Th ls  paper, extending results of Ramanujan, introduces Bernoulli functions B~(x) and 
Bernoulli numbers Ba with index ~ E C, x E R, and studies their properties and applications. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Bernoulli numbers Bn - Bn(O) or, more generally, the Bernoulli polynomials Bn(x), 
usually defined via their exponential generating function 
tn __ te xt 
B~(x)~ e¥--1, Itl < 2~, 
n=O 
play a fundamental role in combinatorial theory, finite difference calculus, numerical analysis, 
(analytical) number theory, probability theory (where they were introduced--before 1695--by 
Jacob I. Bernoulli n the second chapter of his Ars Conjectandi, published posthumously 1713); 
they practically occur in every field of mathematics. 
One of their outstanding applications is the calculation of the Riemann Zeta function ((s), 
defined by ~(s) := ~'~=t k-S, ~(s) > 1, at even integers. In fact, already i .  Euler (1735/39) had 
shown that for s = 2m there holds 
((2m) = (-1)  m+l 22m-1~ 2m B2m (2m)!' m C N. (1) 
Of great interest would be Bernoulli numbers of arbitrary index. Srinivasa Ramanujan used (1) 
to define signless Bernoulli numbers B* of arbitrary index s [1, pp. 125f, 151f] by B,* := 2F(s + 
1)((s)/(2~r) ~, "signless" meaning that B~,~ = (-1)m-lB2m > 0 for s = 2m, m E N. 
In fact, as B. Berndt [1, p. 125] remarks, already Euler made a very first attempt o introduce 
(signless) Bernoulli numbers of arbitrary index as above. Apparently, he made no significant use 
of his idea. 
The aim of this letter is to generalize the Bernoulli numbers to "true" (not signless) Bernoulli 
numbers B~ of arbitrary complex index a E C, in fact, to introduce fractional Bernoulli "poly- 
nomials" Ba(x) of index a. 
For this purpose, we shall recall the representation f the classical B,(x) as a Fourier series, 
namely Bn(x) = ~n(x) for x E [0, 1], where ~n(x) is the n th Bernoulli periodic function with 
period 1, given by 
(X) 
:=  -2 . !  cos (2 .kx  - xER,  n E N\{1}. 
This leads to our following (meaningful) definition. 
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DEFINITION 1. The Bernoulli functions (or fractional Bernoulli "polynomials") Ba(x) with index 
,~ e c,  ~(~) > 1, are defined for 0 < • < 1 by B~(~) := ~(~) ,  where ~(:~) is the ~th Bernoulli 
periodic function, given by 
oo cos(2 .kx  - a,r/2) 
~(~)  := -2r(~ + i) ~ (2~rk),~ 
k=l 
xER, ~(a) > 1. 
In fact, B~(x) is a holomorphic function of a for ~(a) > 1. Instead of considering the periodic 
function ~B~(z), the aim here is to extend the Ba(x), x E [0, 1), to the whole real axis R in such 
a way that Ba(x) interpolates the Bn(z) for all a = n e N (see Definition 2 below). So these 
resulting functions will be denoted by B~(x) for all z E R. 
The fundamental connection between the Zeta function and the Bernoulli numbers, namely (1), 
for the "true" Ba := B~(0), will read 
2cos 7 <(a) = -(2.)"B~/r(a + 1) a e C, ~(a)  > 1, (2) 
so that B= - - cos  (-~) B*, extending S2, = ( -1 )n - lB , , .  
It will turn out that most of the well-known properties of the Bernoulli polynomials B,(z)  can 
be extended to the new Ba(x), and these in turn will be seen to contain the classical ones. 
The Ba(x) are related to several of the classical special functions, although hardly any of 
these ever seem to have been explicitly associated with the Bernoulli polynomials. Thus they are 
connected with the Hurwitz Zeta function 
1 ~(s )> l ,  0<a<l ,  (3) <(s, ~):= ~ (k + ~), 
k=0 
(which itself has an analytic extension to C\{1}) by B~+l(X) = - (a  + 1)~(-a, x) for 0 < x < 1 
and ~(a) > 0 (at least), as well as with the particular Dirichlet series and its Hilbert transform 
L(s, a) - 
cos(2~Ica) k. ' L~(s'a) =~s in(2"k" )  
OO 
ko ~(s )> l ,  0<a<l .  (4) 
k=l  k=l  
The Ba(z) are also connected with the fractional Stirling numbers of second kind S(a, k), 
recently introduced by the authors [2,3]. In fact, this paper is a further one extending the 
many classical numbers uch as also the Stirling numbers of first kind s(n, k) to s(a, k), and 
the Eulerian numbers E(n, k) to E(a, k) for arbitrary a E R, and studying their properties and 
applications [2,4,5]. 
2. BERNOULLI  FUNCTIONS ON R; PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION 2. The Bernoulli functions Ba(z) with index ~ E C, ~(~) > 1, are defined for all 
x E R by: 
(a) OnRo +:={~eR;x>O}: 
(b) 
m-I  
B~(~+-0:=~(x)+~(x+k)  ~-1 ~e[0,1) ,  meN.  
k=0 
On R- := {x E R;z < 0}: 
B~(-x  - ~) := c~(,~,) ~(~)  + ~ ~(~ + k) ~-1 - s in( ,~,){~'(~) 
k--O 
k--O 
(5) 
(6) 
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Note that B.(0) = ~(0)  = ~B~(1) = B.(1), and that in Definition 1 as well as in formulae (5) 
and (6) the intervals [0, 1), (0, 1] can be replaced by [0, 1]. 
Above, ~B~(x) - H I~. (x )  is the Hilbert transform (conjugate) of the 1-periodic ~B~(x), 
x • [0, 1), with index a • C, ~(a)  > 1, namely 
oo sin(2~rkx - alr/2) 
~(~1 = -2r (~ + l) ~ ( -~g;  . 
k----1 
Generally, the Hilbert transform (conjugate function) Hpf of f with period p, having the property 
(Ht(f(27ro)))(x) = (H~,f)(27rx), is defined by 
Ypf (x )  := PV J -pI2 f (=-  u) cot du . 
This conjugate ~B~'(z) can also be extended to B~'(x), defined on R, by: 
B~'(~) := ~(=) ,  
rn--1 
B~(x + m) := iBm(x) + a Z(x  + k) "-1, 
k----0 
B~(-= - m):= -cos(,~) ~(~)  + ~}--](= + k) ~-~ 
k----O 
- s in (~r~){~(z)  + ~ ~-~(z + k)~-x}, 
k----O 
x • [0, 1), 
x • [0, I), meN, 
z•(O,1] ,  re•N0.  
THEOREM 1 (DIFFERENCE PROPERTY). For (~ • C, ~(a) > 1, x • R, 
( OL ;~ or-1 ' X > 0 
ABe(x)  := B . (x  + 1) -  B. (x )  = { 
~l:tl"-~(sin(~ro,) - cos (~r ,~) ) ,  = < O. I .  
(T) 
In fact, the classical counterpart ABn(x) = nx n- l ,  x • R, was the motivation for Definition 2 
in the case x > 0. 
THEOREM 2 (DERIVATIVE PROPERTY). For ~ • C, x • R, 
d 
d"-'x B~(x) - B~(x) = aB~_l(x),  
d r 
dz r Ba(x) = a (a -  1) . . . (~-  r + 1)B~_r(x), 
d r 
dx r B'~(x) = a(a - 1). . .  ((x - r + 1)S~'_r(x), 
~(.) > 2, 
~(~)>r+l ,  r•N,  
~(a)>r+l ,  r•N.  
(8) 
Theorem 2 contains the classical result B~ (x) = nBn_l(x), x • R. 
THEOREM 3 (SYMMETRY PROPERTY). For ot • C,  ~(ol)  > 1, x • R, 
B.(1 - x) = cos(Tra)B~,(x) - sin(ra)B~(x),  
B~(1/2 - x) = cos(~ra)B.(1/2 + x) - sin(Ira)B~(1/2 + z). 
Again, Theorem 3 generalizes the classical formulae B , (1 -x )  = (-1)"B, , (x)  and B , (1 /2 -x )  = 
( -1)"Bn(1/2  + z), n • No, x • R. These three theorems follow fairly readily for x • [0, 1] by 
Definition 1, then for x > 1 and x < 0 by Definition 2 and several calculations. 
Nil. S:6-G 
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THEOREM 4 (INTEGRATION PROPERTY). For a, x E R, a,/~ E C, ~(a), ~(/~) > I, 
f f  du B~+l(X)- B~+I(.) B~(u) 
a+l  
B,:,(u) du = z*', z > 0 
¢x Iz l ° (s in(~a) -  cos(~a)), x < 0, 
fo 1 r(~ + 1)r(/~ + 1) B,~(u)B~(u)du = r (a  + ~+ 1) {sin(lrfl)B~+~ - cos(~r/~)B~+~}. 
(9) 
(10) 
Formulae (9) and (10) are easy consequences of (8) and (7), respectively. The last formula can 
be obtained by computation using Definition 1 and the identity cos(u)cos(v) = (cos(u - v) + 
cos(u + v))/2. 
THEOREM 5 (SUM OF FRACTIONAL POWERS). One has for a E R +, b E R +, a E C, ~(a)  > 1, 
mE No, 
- o.{ 
E(ak"}'b)a- ~1 B,~+, re+l+ -B,~+, , 
k=0 (11) 
'~k~ Ba+l(m + 1) - B~+I 
a+l  
k=0 
J. Bernoulli introduced the Bernoulli numbers to evaluate (11) for a = n E N. 
3. CONNECTIONS WITH SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
The relation to the particular Dirichlet series (4) is given by 
THEOREM 6. There hold for a E C, ~(a)  > 1, 0 < x < 1, 
B~(z) = -2r (a  + 1)(21r)-a{cos(ar/2)L(a, z) + sin(alr/2)L~(a, x)}, 
By(x) = -2r (a  + 1)(2~r)-a{cos(ctr/2)L~(a, z) - s in(ar/2)L(a,  x)). 
(12) 
The connection with the (analytical extension of the) Hurwitz Zeta function ~(s, a) of (3) 
follows readily with the help of its Fourier series representation as a function of a [6, p. 22] 
OO • 
~-~ sm(2rka + r_sl2) ¢(s,a)=2r(l-s)z.." (2~.D~_, ~(s) < o, 0<a_<l  
k=l  
and the extension of ~(s, o) to R + via ~(s,m+a) ~(s,a) ,,-1 = - Ek=0 (k + a) - ' ,  m E NI, a E (0, 1] 
for s E C\{1}. It reads 
THEOREM 7. One has for a E C, ~(a)  > 0, z E R +, 
Ba+l(x)=-(a+l)~(-a,x). 
In view of Theorem 7 it follows that (12) is the counterpart of Hurwitz's formula for ¢(s, a) 
(see [7, p. 257]) in the instance of Ba(x). 
As a generalization of Theorem 1 and as a first connection with the Stirling functions S(a, k) 
of second kind, defined by S(a,k):= 1/k!E~=o(-1)k+J(~)j ', ~(a) > 0, k E NI (see [2,3]), we 
have 
THEOREM 8. For c~ E C, ~(a)  > 1, k E N, x E R + one has 
k-1 
A'B~(z)  = a E ( -1 ) '+ J+I  (k J 1)(z  + j)a-1,  
j=0 
S(a -  1 ,k -  1)= AkB~,(z)l,=o/{o~(k- 1)!}. 
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4. FURTHER PROPERTIES ;  APPL ICAT IONS 
Introducing the functions ~a(z) := 2L(a,z/(21r)), Ca(x) := 2L~(a,z/(2~r)), and y/~(z) := 
~, (z )cos0ra /2  ) + ~b~(z)sinQra/2) for x 6 [0,21r], R(a) > 1 [8, pp. 422ff], it is obvious by 
formula (12) that Ba(z) = - r (a  + lfil(2~rx)/(21r) a for x 6 [0, 1], R(a) > 1. Now, noting the 
representation (11.5.18) in [8, p. 426], which is also valid for a E C, ~R(a) > 1, one obtains a 
further interesting representation of Ba(z), namely 
THEOREM 9. For a E C, ~(a) > I, z E [0, 1], one has 
B~(~) = r (~+ 1) ~,  e 2"ik= 
the prime denoting that the term k = 0 is omitted. Here (ik) ~ is defined by the formu/a 
(ik) ~ :-- Ikl ~ exp(i~a sgn(k)/2). 
As an application, the Ba(x) turn out to be of interest in fractional integration. In fact, if f(a) 
denotes the fractional order Weyl derivative of f E X2~ [8, p. 425f] then one can recover f itself 
via [8, p. 426]. 
1 L2" (2.) ~ L l" (u )  
Observing the integral representations of the Dirichlet series recently deduced [9], and in view 
of Theorem 6, one gets the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10 (INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION). For ~ E C, ~(a) > 1, x E [0, 1], 
Ba(z) = - - -  
Ba -- 
(2~)~24 L °° cos(2~ze. ¥- 7~'/2)- -Tc~COS(~./2)e-" .._~ d., 
2~cos(~/2) L °° .~-~ 
(2zc) ~ e"-'--~ du. 
(13) 
Observe that (13) could be regarded as a fractional order Weyl integral. But a better approach 
to fractional differentiation/integration s via the Cauchy integral formula. Its counterpart for 
the B~(x) reads as follows. 
THEOREM II (CONTOUR INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION). For ~ 6 C, z • (0, I], 
I , =:"  -- z=0 = e-'~-~_ l z-a-1 dz, r~-gi) \77~- 1/ 2~-i (14) 
the contour C being a positive oriented loop around the negative real axis, composed of a circle 
of radius c < 2~ around the origin together with the lower and upper edges of the "cut" in the 
z-plane along the R--axis [7, p. 253]. 
It is important o note that the Cauchy integral (14) provides [7, p. 254] the analytic extension 
of Ba(z) beyond the line N(a) = 1 to the entire a-plane. Now Ba(x)- -as an entire function 
in a- -has a power series expansion ([10] in the case of ((s, a)): 
THEOREM 12 (PowER SERIES REPRESENTATION). For c~ E C, x 6 (0, 1] there holds 
Ba(z) = 1 - (~) !  a k, /~k(x) := lim k=~ ~-oo i=o 7¥7 k + 
Theorems 11 and 12 could be used to define B~(z) for x 6 (0, 1] as well. 
Noting the multiplication formula for the Hurwitz Zeta function [11], and from Theorem 7, one 
derives Theorem 13. 
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THEOREM 13 (EXTENSION OF RAABE'S MULTIPLICATION FORMULA). For ~ E C, ~(~)  > 1, 
m E N, z E R +, there holds 
B,~(mz) = m °'-1 ~ z' + . 
j=o 
The (R iemann-Radermacher)  functional equation for the Ba(~:) reads for rat ional  z, 
THEOREM 14 (FUNCTIONAL EQUATION). For ~ E C, p,q E N, 1 < p < q, 
(15) 
In case p = q = 1 (15) reduces, noting Theorem 7 and ~(s, 1) = ~(s), to the (famous) functional 
equat ion for the Riemann Zeta function, i.e., ~(s) = 2' 7r ' -  1 s in( I ts /2)  r (1  - s)~(1 - s). This proves 
by Theorem 7 formula (2) as well. This  connection between Ba and ~(a)  can be used to deduce 
some numerical  values for B~, e.g., B3/2 = 3~(3/2)/(8~r) = 0.3118..., B1/2 = - ( (1 /2 ) /2  = 
-0 .7301 . . . ,  B_I/2 - -  ~(3 /2 ) /2  = 1.3061. . .  and B -1  = 6(2)  = -2 /6  - 1 .6449. . .  
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